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Live Your Passion
What does it take to revolutionize a person's life and make a real impact? The authors
enthusiastically challenge readers to consider that a mission field is simply wherever the
reader is at the moment and a call to ministry is being faithful to his immediate tasks.
• Is your career where you want it to be? • Does your life have meaning? • Are you realising
your full potential? In Live What You Love ground–breaking Australian entrepreneur Naomi
Simson will show you how to love what you do every day and live life to the full. Renowned for
her high–octane energy and commitment to the pursuit of excellence, Naomi built one of
Australia's major tech success stories, RedBalloon, from just an idea but she is also known for
her inspirational blogs on happiness at work and home that reach more than three–quarters of
a million followers on LinkedIn and her role on Channel 10's Shark Tank. In this book, leading
by example, Naomi shares her life lessons and shows you how to: • channel your passion •
learn persistence • find your purpose; and • stay positive. Soon your work experience will
become richer, your career path more clearly formed and your life more fully realised. Live
What You Love will help you diagnose your own approach to life through its use of quizzes and
Q&As, offer case histories that give you real–life examples of where mistakes were made or
problems solved, and reveal inspiring examples of success in both life and business. Naomi's
dynamic approach, informed by her experiences running her own business and her corporate
career, will show you how to add meaning into your life and in doing so, discover that when
you love what you do, success in life is never far away.
A hilarious and honest not-quite-self-help book in the vein of Buy Yourself the F*cking Lilies
and I Used to Have a Plan. Every person on the planet wants their life to mean something. The
problem is that you’ve been told there’s only one way to find that meaning. In Unfollow Your
Passion, Terri Trespicio—whose TEDx talk has more than six million views—questions
everything you think you need: passion (fun, but fleeting), plans (flimsy at best), and a bucket
list (eye roll), to name a few. Instead, she shows you how (and why) to flip society, culture, and
the #patriarchy the bird so you can live life on your terms. Trespicio effortlessly guides you
through her method of unhooking yourself from other people’s agendas, boning up on the
skills to move you forward, and exploring your own creativity, memory, and intuition to unlock
your unique path to meaning—while also confronting the challenges that stop you in your tracks,
like boredom, loss, and fear. Trespicio delivers a personal growth book unlike any other with
insights that are “wildly funny and infinitely compelling,” (Farnoosh Torabi, host of the So
Money podcast). Fans of Glennon Doyle’s Untamed and Luvvie Ajayi Jones’s Professional
Troublemaker will love this fresh and fearless take on what it means to unfollow the rules you
were given.
The coauthors of the bestselling Peak Performance dive into the fascinating science behind
passion, showing how it can lead to a rich and meaningful life while also illuminating the ways
in which it is a double-edged sword. Here’s how to cultivate a passion that will take you to
great heights—while minimizing the risk of an equally great fall. Common advice is to find and
follow your passion. A life of passion is a good life, or so we are told. But it's not that simple.
Rarely is passion something that you just stumble upon, and the same drive that fuels
breakthroughs—whether they're athletic, scientific, entrepreneurial, or artistic—can be every bit
as destructive as it is productive. Yes, passion can be a wonderful gift, but only if you know
how to channel it. If you're not careful, passion can become an awful curse, leading to endless
seeking, suffering, and burnout. Brad Stulberg and Steve Magness once again team up, this
time to demystify passion, showing readers how they can find and cultivate their passion,
sustainably harness its power, and avoid its dangers. They ultimately argue that passion and
balance--that other virtue touted by our culture--are incompatible, and that to find your passion,
you must lose balance. And that's not always a bad thing. They show readers how to develop
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the right kind of passion, the kind that lets you achieve great things without ruining your life.
Swift, compact, and powerful, this thought-provoking book combines captivating stories of
extraordinarily passionate individuals with the latest science on the biological and
psychological factors that give rise to—and every bit as important, sustain—passion.
Live Your Passion is a step-by-step guide to personal and professional happiness and your
road map to a happier, more passionate life! The process outlined in this book is easy apply in
your own life and will teach you how to: ~ Get to know your authentic self~ Create new roadmaps for your life; complete with step-by-step action plans to achieve your goals ~ Find the
perfect career~ Build healthy, respectful relationships~ Recognize life's options and begin to
make great life choices~ Find true happiness and joy in your life!Live Your Passion includes
stories of real-life people who have overcome odds and are living exciting, happy lives based
on their true passions!
The commonly held belief that you should ‘follow your passion’ is flawed. Many people
believe that in order to be truly happy, you need to find and follow your one and only true
passion. This is a very limiting approach to passion, and one not backed up by much research.
In fact, recent research in the field of positive psychology has shown that you can live a more
fulfilling life by choosing to pursue your whole life with passion. This has nothing to do with
monetising the one thing that you love, but finding love in what you do. Susanna Halonen, also
known as the Happyologist, introduces a new approach to passion that enables you to take
control of your happiness. By highlighting the latest research in the field, including her own,
Susanna explains how you can choose to unlock the passion inside you so that you can live a
more fulfilling life. The secret to living life with passion is pursuing the passionate way of being,
and the five keys to that secret are individually explored and discussed in this book. Each
discussion is followed by questions of self-reflection that encourage you to create your own,
unique action plan to start unlocking your passion. This book is an eye opener for those who
want to understand the real science behind passion. It’s also a must-read for anyone who is
looking for more fire, spark and positive energy in their lives and careers. Most of all, it’s a tool
to help you to take a more proactive approach to unearthing your best self and setting out on
the path towards passionate happiness. Praise for Screw Finding Your Passion: "Wanting
happiness and knowing how to pursue it are two different things. Scientifically, happiness is a
choice, not something you find. Using new research and practical tools, Halonen helps us
change the formula for how we pursue passion, allowing us to find more ways of achieving our
potential and creating joy." - Shawn Achor, positive psychology researcher and NYTimes
bestselling author of The Happiness Advantage "It's very clear that Susanna Halonen is
passionate about her work. And it's very clear that her work can help you unlock the passion
within you." - Tal Ben-Shahar, author of international bestseller Happier "We all have times that
life seems flat and not very fulfilling. Susanna's unique stance on passion will enable us to find
that love for whatever we're doing right now." - Nina Grunfeld, founder of Life Clubs "This idea
is so important it can't be ignored." - Elliot Newsome, founder and Managing Director of SKT
Consulting
ECPA BESTSELLER - The New York Times best-selling sports star and media icon motivates
readers to stop postponing dreams and start making them happen now because--this is the
day. Beyond Tim Tebow's exploits as a Heisman-winning football player, he is widely known
and respected for his exemplary character and personal excellence, which have made him a
role model for millions. When Tim interacts with the public, he often encounters people who
feel "stuck"--unable to take action on matters ranging from daily life to pursuing lifelong
dreams. In response, Tim often identifies a crippling fear or lack of courage, to which he
advises: "now is the time to take some risks, to quiet the voices of defeat, to step forward and
make a mark, because this is the day." In this inspiring, motivational book, readers will receive
the advice and encouragement to daily move from "pause" to "play" in finding deeper meaning
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and success. Tim illustrates the book's themes with stories from his personal life that will
delight all readers, including his an update on his dream pursuit of a baseball career.
Find Your Passion and Change Your Life"Provides clear explanations, insightful selfassessments and inspiring stories of people both ordinary and famous."--Newsday"An inspiring
call to action."--Publishers Weekly"Written with the burning fire he espouses, Richard Chang's
The Passion Plan powerfully teaches us how to ignite the embers of our dreams in order to
truly find success and happiness."--Stephen R. Covey, author of the No. 1 best-seller, The
7-Habits of Highly Effective Peoplea"Richard Chang boldly challenges us not only to seek and
find the passions which exist in all of us, but more importantly equips us with a plan to pursue
those passions all the way to a rewarding and fulfilling life!"--Ken Blanchard, co-author of The
One Minute Managera"The Passion Plan offers a simple, easy-to-follow recipe for finding your
own special passion and following it to greater personal satisfaction and success."--Debbi
Fields, founder and chief cookie lover, Mrs. Fields CookiesTHE AUTHORRichard Chang is
CEO of Richard Chang Associates, Inc., a performance-improvement consulting, training, and
publishing firm headquartered in Irvine, California. He is internationally recognized for his
strategic planning, performance measurement, quality improvement, organization
development, change management, product realization, customer service, and human
resource development expertise. Chang has consulted to a wide range of
organizations--including Toshiba, Marriott, Nabisco, Universal Studios, Citibank, Nortel
Networks, Fidelity Investments, and McDonalds. He has served as chair of the board for the
American Society for Training and Development and as a judge for the prestigious Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award in the U.S. Chang is the author or co-author of more than
twenty books on business and personal development, including The Passion Plan at Work
(Jossey-Bass, 2001).
If you have been told it's not realistic to work and live with passion, this book will help change
your mindset. Quit just existing and start really living! Buy this book now to start achieving
outstanding personal and professional results with absolute certainty and excitement.
What's the secret to living a life full of passion, purpose and meaning? The secret is that there
is no secret. You already have everything you need to live the life you secretly dream about.
You just have to uncover the answers, and the path forward. That's what this book helps you
do. When you're done reading, you'll have the answers you need, and you'll know how to take
the next step toward your dream life.
The book is written to provide information, stories, ideas, and concepts for people who are tired
of living a life that they believe is for others but don't know how to change that. This book is
called Follow Your Passion and Live Your Life because it provides the tools for people to
decide what is most important in their lives (their passions) and how they can transition from
being primarily focused on activities they have to do toward the activities they truly want to do
(live their lives). In addition, the book shares personal stories and the direction I have taken in
my life in order to follow my passion and live my life.
"Pulling In Your Passion" is truly an inspirational and motivational guidebook created by an
exceptional life coach. The book contains unique yet simple strategies about how to identify
and unleash your deeply hidden passion. This inspirational book is about hope and
succeeding, regardless of your business or personal circumstance. Drew's engaging dialogues
is addictive and insightful as his thoughts will challenge your perspectives, inspire the way you
live and it will do it in an incredibly motivational and insightful way. Tapping into your greatness
and maximizing your potential is a combination of a clear vision and a firm action plan. Drew's
life experiences as a father, playing on two National Championship football teams and working
for two Fortune 100 Companies has fueled his passion for helping others to achieve and fulfill
their life passions. "Pulling In Your Passion" will encourage you to achieve extraordinary
results on both a personal and professional level. It will make you think of all the wonderful
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possibilities that are achievable and all the opportunities YOU can offer yourself and the world.
Relax, take a deep breath and enjoy this journey. This book is dedicated to promote
awareness and financial support for the fight against ALS, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Lou
Gehrig's disease).
You've thought about starting your own business . . . but how can you decide if you should
really take the leap? There's a lot on the line, and you have to ask yourself difficult questions:
Do I have what it takes? Is it worth it? And how the hell do I do it? You need answers, not
bullshit. This book has them. Entrepreneurial Leap: Do You Have What it Takes to Become an
Entrepreneur? is an easy-to-use guide that will help you decide, once and for all, if
entrepreneurship is right for you—because success as an entrepreneur depends on far more
than just a great idea and a generous helping of luck. In this three-part book, Gino Wickman,
bestselling author of Traction, reveals the six essential traits that every entrepreneur needs in
order to succeed, based on real-world startups that have reached incredible heights. If these
traits ring true for you, you'll get a glimpse of what your life would look like as an entrepreneur.
What's more, Wickman will help you determine what type of business best suits your unique
skill set and provide a detailed roadmap, with tools, tips, and exercises, that will accelerate
your path to startup success. Packed with real-life stories and practical advice, Entrepreneurial
Leap is a simple how-to manual for BIG results. Should you take the leap toward
entrepreneurship? Find out today and let tomorrow be the first step in your new journey,
whatever shape it may take.
Chazown (pronounced khaw-ZONE) from the Hebrew, meaning a dream, revelation, or vision.
You were born with your own Chazown. Do you know what it is? Vision and Purpose: Dream It,
Live It, Attain It Do you wake up each day motivated by knowing exactly why you were
created? Guided by intention in every step? Enter: Chazown. Hebrew for “vision,” God wants
to give His for you, and this book will reveal it! Living God’s dream will rock your world and
align every area of your life, from your relationships to your finances and health. Chazown is
packed with storytelling graphics, in-your-face honesty, bite-sized chapterettes, step-by-step
guidance, surprising self-assessments, and scarcely containable energy in a fast-paced style
that will drive you forward with purpose! Craig Groeschel cowrote this book, but he’s waiting
for his partner—you. Because only you can discover how the book ends and the rest of your life
begins… Visit the Life Development Plan website as mentioned in the book:
http://ldp.lifechurch.tv/jsp/main.jsp Chazown A Different Way to See Your Life You’re invited
on a most unusual odyssey—to find, name, and live out your Chazown. It’s a journey you’ll
never forget because it’s impossible to return unchanged. Practical, surprising, visually fresh,
and biblically sound, the Chazown experience helps you clearly understand what you’ve
always suspected: You’re not an accident. You have been created and put on earth for a
unique and important purpose…a Chazown . And God intends for you to live it with passion and
fulfillment for His glory. But where to start your search? As Craig Groeschel will show, your
own Chazown is hiding just under the surface of your life in three often overlooked areas: your
core values, your spiritual gifts, and your past experiences. Once you discover your personal
Chazown , you’ll turn it into a highly motivating credo—complete with short-term goals, action
steps, and an accountability network to make your big dream a reality. Pursue your Chazown
and simultaneously improve five critical aspects of your life. These “small ‘c’ chazowns ” are
your relationship with God, your relationships with people, your finances, your health and
fitness, and your work life. Are you living someone else’s dream for your life, or no dream at
all? Get ready for Chazown. Story Behind the Book Craig Groeschel started LifeChurch.tv, now
attended by more than twelve thousand people each weekend on five different campuses, in
the Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, area in 1996. From that point on, he has been empowered by
the knowledge that he is following God’s chazown (vision) for his life. Craig’s cutting-edge
teaching style—including honest, uncomfortable teaching of God’s truth and ubiquitous use of
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in-your-face video and other imagery—has challenged and changed thousands of lives. His
messages are simulcast live to each of the church’s campuses, and his ministry continues to
explode. This book stems from a two-message series that he gave; its premise is the bedrock
for all teaching and ministry at LifeChurch.tv.
Here are the top 5 reasons this professional development book is a MUST READ:1) You can
create the job you love without quitting your job and giving up your steady paycheck, 401(k),
and insurance. This book shows you how. You won't find this information in traditional career
guides. It is 100% possible for you, even if you've been considering how to quit your job or how
to snag a job you love.2) You'll be entertained (and secretly educated). You'll laugh, cry, and
maybe even feel compelled to leave a copy on your boss' desk. Stick with me, and you'll
discover helpful principles that will make you the talk of the water cooler. This isn't another hohum professional development book, and it's not a "how to find a job" guide full of blank forms.
You'll learn a new and inspiring perspective through unforgettably entertaining stories, like
what I learned the day my shrink fired me, how I negotiated for a toilet seat on the corporate
jet, and how I got called out by my masseuse.3) You'll become empowered, whether you're the
mail clerk or CEO or you fall somewhere in between. This book has been endorsed by 5 senior
executive leaders of Fortune 1000 companies and 3 mail clerks.4) You'll discover a return on
your investment to earn a car. Invest a few dollars and a little bit of time to read this book, and
you'll pick up career development tips that can save you enough to earn a car (page 9).5)
You'll have a "Personal Career Counselor in Your Pocket." It's useful and practical with vivid
case studies for how to negotiate with the boss to help pay for your MBA or support a
relocation to the city of your dreams. You'll also learn how to deal with an unreasonable boss
and even say "No" without getting fired.
This book is all about living life with passion through the lens of the author, Carey Smolensky.
Too many people live their lives without a defining purpose or passion for their work, or life
itself. This can be changed by shifting one's perspective and attitude and Carey shares the
practices in which to do so. Passion combined with perseverance will give you the courage to
follow your true calling in life. Carey calls attention to shifting perception and focusing your
mindset on challenges (not problems) in order to find appropriate solutions. Living life with
passion is the fuel that the author uses to achieve his own dreams and shows, by example,
how you can achieve yours. This book takes you on an inspiring and enlightening journey
through real personal experiences while offering tools that can be implemented immediately.
Tools such as the 5-Minute rule, along with recalling "old school" rules and offering numerous
techniques in order to identify your passions and how to pursue them in order to make them
attainable and live a more fulfilling life. Finally, Carey focuses on giving back in order to help
others. The impactful testimonials from people who have made a transformative change in
their lives while impacting the lives of others will not only inspire, but motivate you to take
action NOW. You can make an immediate change in your life, put the past behind you, and
move forward into the amazing future that you truly deserve.

Discover Your Passion by Asking the Right Questions.Imagine being able to
finally find your passion and have complete clarity about what you were meant to
do.There is a short-cut to finding your passion and that is asking the right
questions.Einstein once said, "If I had an hour to solve a problem and my life
depended on the solution, I would spend the first 55 minutes determining the
proper question to ask; for once I know the proper question, I could solve the
problem in less than five minutes."You may be asking yourself, 'Why should I
focus on a question when what I really want is an answer.' It's simple. Answers
come from questions and the quality of any answer is directly determined by the
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quality of the question. Ask the wrong question, get the wrong answer. Ask the
right question, get the right answer. In a serendipitous meeting with Billy Ray
Cyrus (country music singer and actor), Michelle Kulp discovered her passion
simply because Billy Ray asked her the right question at the right time.Until then,
she was living life in survival mode, living paycheck-to-paycheck, feeling deeply
unfulfilled, purpose-less and passion-less.Within a short time after her meeting
with Billy Ray she found the answer she was looking for and her entire life
changed!This book is full of life-altering questions designed to uncover your
passion and purpose.Here's a sample of what you'll discover in this book:Three
tools to connect you to your inner wisdom so you can get the guidance you
need.How time on the clock can lead you directly to your passions.The unique
ways your energy is giving you hidden messages.How to know when your soul is
speaking to you.Ways to break free from all the distractions so you can find your
passion.Why going small can help you go big.How negatives contain important
messages which can show you how to get to the positives.And so much more!
Chase Your Passions is the ultimate guide to help you chase your passions and
live your life to the max. If you feel overwhelmed, stressed or unhappy then
Chase your Passions to help regain balance and joy! This quick read is designed
to be used to help you discover, create, and push yourself to live the life you want
to live. Author Spencer Jones walks you through different sections of creating a
personal roadmap to success so you can live your life to the max. He shares
personal stories and gives you step-by-step instructions so you can take the
action you need to take. Start creating and living the life you want to live and use
the Chase Your Passions book as your guide!In these pages you'll find stories
and descriptions of the following subjects: How to Find Your Passion, Creating
and Crushing Goals, Achieving Work, Life, Passion Balance, Time Management
and Scheduling, Dealing with Stress, Priorities of Practice, and many more! Start
chasing your passions and living your life to the max today with the help and
guidance of Chase Your Passions!
The formula is simple: take a passion--something you love to do, something
you're good at, something you already have expertise and interest in--and use it
as the basis of a way to generate income. This Passion Profit strategy could be
your "plan Bquot; during an economic downturn (or pandemic)! Yes, you CAN
make money doing what you love. Steps: 1. Find your purpose. 2. Discover your
passion. 3. Create a product. 4. Market it for profit. (338 pages; 7" x 10";
ISBN:978-0974531328) Read more at www.passionprofit.com Read more at :
https://www.waltgoodridge.com/books/
Pamela Slim, a former corporate training manager, left her office job twelve years
ago to go solo and has enjoyed every bit of it. In her groundbreaking book, based
on her popular blog Escape from Cubicle Nation, Slim explores both the
emotional issues of leaving the corporate world and the nuts and bolts of
launching a business. Drawing on her own career, as well as stories from her
coaching clients and blog readers, Slim will help readers weigh their options, and
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make a successful escape if they decide to go for it.
PARENTING NEVER ENDS. From the founders of the #1 site for parents of
teens and young adults comes an essential guide for building strong relationships
with your teens and preparing them to successfully launch into adulthood The
high school and college years: an extended roller coaster of academics, friends,
first loves, first break-ups, driver’s ed, jobs, and everything in between. Kids are
constantly changing and how we parent them must change, too. But how do we
stay close as a family as our lives move apart? Enter the co-founders of Grown
and Flown, Lisa Heffernan and Mary Dell Harrington. In the midst of guiding their
own kids through this transition, they launched what has become the largest
website and online community for parents of fifteen to twenty-five year olds. Now
they’ve compiled new takeaways and fresh insights from all that they’ve learned
into this handy, must-have guide. Grown and Flown is a one-stop resource for
parenting teenagers, leading up to—and through—high school and those first years
of independence. It covers everything from the monumental (how to let your kids
go) to the mundane (how to shop for a dorm room). Organized by topic—such as
academics, anxiety and mental health, college life—it features a combination of
stories, advice from professionals, and practical sidebars. Consider this your
parenting lifeline: an easy-to-use manual that offers support and perspective.
Grown and Flown is required reading for anyone looking to raise an adult with
whom you have an enduring, profound connection.
If you want to find your passion, love what you do and live a fulfilling life, keep
reading... Do you want a sense of purpose in your life? Do you want to lead the
best life that you can? Are you keen on giving yourself, and your loved ones, a
happy and fulfilled life? If you have answered yes to any of these questions, then
you have come to the right place. "How to Find your Passion" is filled with skills,
strategies, techniques, and 'how-tos' designed to teach you how to give your life
purpose. What sets this book apart from the rest is that we'll go through a series
of activities that will reveal your needs and interests. This book, informed by my
own life experiences, will reveal not only what you want from life, but how to go
out there and grab it. Here's exactly what you will learn when you download your
copy today: ?How to find and battle all your self-limiting beliefs and replace them
with positive affirmations ?What is 'Ikigai' and how to use this powerful selfdiscovery tool to find your calling in life ?How to find your unique personality type
and find your real passion and life purpose ?Understand the difference between
'what you love' and 'what you're good at' ?Amazing ways to turn your passion into
your profession ?How to do what you love and love what you do ?How to
conquer the fear of loss and pursue your greatest dreams ?How stepping out of
your comfort zone can accelerate your personal growth ?And so much more! If
you want to unlock your potential and you think you can be so much more than
what you are now, then don't wait another second. Scroll up, click on 'Buy Now'
button and you will discover the best secrets to live a meaningful life immediately!
?Buy the Paperback version and get the ebook version for FREE!?
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Unipreneur, written in easy-to-read conversational style, is a How-To for big
dreamers who want to pursue their Passion while at the same time, increase
positive, reciprocal relationships with loved ones who don't share their Vision.
Use the author's experience, failure, and success as a launch pad for your own
sky-rocketing journey.
This book is filled with powerful ideas and simple proven tools that will help you
transform your wishes into dreams, and then into an achievable one-page
roadmap for creating your dream life – a life designed by you for you, and for
your loved ones. Kristina Karlsson, the woman behind the inspiring global
success story, kikki.K, shares personal insights from her amazing journey, from
humble beginnings on a small farm in Sweden to the 3am light bulb moment that
led her to chase and achieve dreams that are now inspiring a worldwide
community of dreamers. Filled with simple and practical magic – and inspiring
stories and wisdom from people who've dared to dream big – this book will show
you how to harness the power of dreaming to transform your life in small, simple
steps. Featuring stories of: Dr Tererai Trent (Oprah Winfrey’s all-time favourite
guest), Arianna Huffington, Stella McCartney, Sir Richard Branson, Oprah
Winfrey, Li Cunxin (author of Mao's Last Dancer), Alisa Camplin-Warner (winner
of a remarkable Olympic gold medal), Michelle Obama, and others. Whether you
want to get the most out of your personal life, career or business, the insights on
dreaming and doing in this book may be your most important learnings this year.
Your dream life awaits – start today!
A cross between The Promise of a Pencil and She Means Business, this book
from the co-founder of a charity dedicated to bringing education to students in
rural Kenya demonstrates how finding your purpose can change the world and
change your life. THE WORLD IS WAITING FOR YOUR BIG DREAM! Imagine if
everyone took a few minutes each day to make the world a better place using
their unique talents fueled by their deepest passions. What an amazing world we
would live in! This book is your guide to discovering your passion, living your
purpose, and making a positive impact on the world. Amy McLaren's passion for
world travel and education kickstarted her journey from unfulfilled schoolteacher
to the purpose-driven founder of Village Impact, a charity that provides education
for nearly 5,000 kids in Kenya in partnership with local communities. But this
book isn't about doing exactly what Amy did or following a template to start a
business or non-profit--it's about making your big dream into a reality. Learn how
to: • Feed your brain with possibility to discover your passion. • Surround
yourself with positivity and support. • Tap into the strengths and connections you
already have. • Get out of your comfort zone and eliminate self-doubt for good. •
Trust in yourself and have faith that things will work out. • Leave a legacy of
good.
ECPA BESTSELLER • The New York Times best-selling sports star and media
icon motivates readers to stop postponing dreams and start making them happen
now because—this is the day. Beyond Tim Tebow's exploits as a HeismanPage 8/12
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winning football player, he is widely known and respected for his exemplary
character and personal excellence, which have made him a role model for
millions. When Tim interacts with the public, he often encounters people who feel
“stuck”—unable to take action on matters ranging from daily life to pursuing
lifelong dreams. In response, Tim often identifies a crippling fear or lack of
courage, to which he advises: “now is the time to take some risks, to quiet the
voices of defeat, to step forward and make a mark, because this is the day.” In
this inspiring, motivational book, readers will receive the advice and
encouragement to daily move from “pause” to “play” in finding deeper meaning
and success. Tim illustrates the book's themes with stories from his personal life
that will delight all readers, including his an update on his dream pursuit of a
baseball career.
A revised edition of this bestselling title to coincide with the publication of the
author's new title, E-Cubed.
Your road map to never giving up on your dream. World-renowned
choreographer and creative visionary Laurieann Gibson speaks to the dreamer in
you: the artist, the writer, the thinker, the athlete, the mogul, the scientist, the
entrepreneur, the mover and shaker. The part of you that knows your passion,
that puts a kick-snare boom-kack rhythm in your heart. That part of you that
makes you feel alive. Your dream, your dance, is unique to you. No matter your
calling, Laurieann wants you to seize your passion and use it to propel you to
your best life. For the first time, she shares the principles that not only shaped
her career but also guided her work with the world’s biggest pop stars—so that
you, too, can Act on the creative spark that brings you joy Move beyond the
Dreamkillers of your past Persevere through the toughest moments Build a team
to support you on your journey Empower others to realize their own dreams
Drawing on her fascinating artistic experiences and the faith that sustained her
through her biggest challenges, Laurieann offers a step-by-step guide to living
out your vision. Because when it comes to being who God created you to be, it’s
always your time to shine.
Wondering how to make the Law of Attraction work in your life? With the
publication of The Secret, the Law of Attraction has become a worldwide
phenomenon. Yet, many people are still not getting the results they want and
have been left disappointed and confused. Now motivational coach Bob Doyle,
one of the teachers featured in the film version of The Secret, dispels the
misconceptions and myths about the Law of Attraction and offers a practical,
easy-to-use program for creating abundance and happiness. Doyle addresses
head-on the objections, questions, and comments that many still have about
creating abundance to get the things they want in life. Follow Your Passion, Find
Your Power is a down-to-earth, no-hype, motivational approach to take control of
your life and get the things you want. Doyle makes it clear that the Law is not a
personal development tool you can use the right way or the wrong way; it's a
profound statement of how energy works in the universe. It has to do with paying
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attention, recognizing where you are, and aggressively striving for what you want.
It is all about passion, vision, and purpose. Get clear on your vision for your life,
and follow a step-by-step plan to live your life by design.
In a world where racism, violence, illness, and poverty can feel so overwhelming
that we often close our eyesand our heartsto the suffering around us, we may not
believe we have the power to change things. As Barbara Greenspan Shaiman
shows us in Live Your Legacy Now!, this simply isnt so. This part memoir and
part how-to guide provides the tools and strategies to help you create meaningful
change in your own life as well as in the lives of others. The daughter of
Holocaust survivors, Shaiman shares stories from her family history and over
thirty years of her own life experience as a successful educator, business
woman, and social entrepreneur to inspire and guide you to create a vision and
plan for initiating a personal legacy. Shaiman details her effective ten-step
approach by helping you: Identify your core values, interests, and skills Reflect
on how you can use these assets to create meaningful projects that make a
difference locally or globally Share these experiences with family, colleagues,
and friends to create cultures of caring at home, at work, and in your community
Live Your Legacy Now! provides a simple formula to help people of all ages and
backgrounds live richer, more meaningful lives by creating projects for personal
growth and social change.
Bring more energy to everything in your life. It Starts with Passion will help you
ignite the purpose in your life, as well as in the lives of your colleagues,
employees, and associates. In-depth research, practical concepts, inspirational
stories, and clear visual models will show you how to find out what's meaningful
to you and pursue it with passion. For three decades, Keith Abraham has been
helping people around the world to harnass their passion, achieve their goals and
focus on what's most important to bring the best out of themselves and their
business. It's time to embark on a life of certainty, clarity and confidence and It
Starts with Passion. Originally published in 2013, this book has been reviewed
and redesigned to become part of the Wiley Be Your Best series - aimed at
helping readers acheive professional and personal success.
Accessible to anyone of any faith or background, The Passion Test takes readers
on a journey to experience the transformation that occurs when they determine
what really matters most to them. Through interactive sections, the book helps
the reader to identify their top 5 passions, and provides guidance on how to align
their life with those passions. Combining powerful storytelling and profound
wisdom from the world's leading experts in self-development, The Passion
Testshows practical ways how the law of attraction can be used to bring a life of
unlimited reward and unconditional love.
To so many, waking up to the same old life is a constant reality. Its time to unwrap the passion
within and throw aside cautionisms, because Unwrapping Your Passion shakes up the status
quo of aging and redefines the barometer of living a passionate life. Karen Putz provides the
clues to finding passion and the necessary steps to take to manifest the life many so desire.
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“Who are you and who do you want to be has never been made so clear.” —Jeremy Hodal,
Operations—Chicago ORD, Platinum Cargo Logistics, Inc. Many of us want it; few have it.
Deep inside, we may have a strong desire to live a passionate life filled with zest, love, and
purpose. But how do we make it happen? In Live Your Passion, seasoned entrepreneur
Melyssa Moniz shares thought-provoking, empowering questions designed to pull you out of
your comfort zone and motivate a life-changing transformation that attracts success and
happiness. Moniz relies on her experiences derived from creating passion-driven services for
her clients to help anyone interested in discovering his or her true passion and applying it to
life. She encourages you to listen to your inner voice through a variety of questions. She also
offers a step-by-step plan that can help you determine your self-identity and passions, define
self-esteem and core beliefs, use an internal compass for guidance in life decisions, and turn
to the root emotion of love in every experience. Included is a glossary that defines terms and a
bonus section intended to further support a journey of renewal. Live Your Passion offers key
questions and practical advice that can motivate anyone ready to embrace the kind of
reflection that induces change and ultimately creates a fruitful future.
The book is written to provide information, stories, ideas, and concepts for people who are tired
of living a life that they believe is for others but dont know how to change that. This book is
called Follow Your Passion and Live Your Life because it provides the tools for people to
decide what is most important in their lives (their passions) and how they can transition from
being primarily focused on activities they have to do toward the activities they truly want to do
(live their lives). In addition, the book shares personal stories and the direction I have taken in
my life in order to follow my passion and live my life.
Do you sometimes feel like you're lost in life?Do you have the sense that there's more you
have to give to the world, but you just can't put your finger on what that is? Do you find yourself
bored with your life and hungering for something more?If you answered yes to any of these
questions, you've come to the right place!There is a way to get that thrilling feeling of interest
and joy in life. You just have to find out what it is that you're passionate about and figure out
how to make that a major part of your life. That's what this book is all about.Here's what you'll
discover when you read this book:* How to identify your passion in life and start living the life
you truly want to live.* How to listen to what your true inner self is already trying to tell you and
act on it.* Step-by-step exercises, prompts and questions to help you take action, set goals
and turn your passion into a reality.* How to identify and release what's holding you back.*
How to overcome the hidden behavioural saboteurs that can threaten to derail your progress
toward creating the life you want.There is no better time than the present moment to start
looking for your true passion and living the life you've always dreamt you could have. This book
will show you how. Pick up your copy by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!
Wouldnt it be nice if you could discover the job you were born to do without feeling like you
were selling your soul just to earn a decent salary? Choosing a career in todays world is more
difficult than it has ever been. With billions of people working on our planet, we have more
career options available to us than ever before. The search to discover meaning and purpose
in our lives has created turmoil for millions of people every day. The most common phrase
among dissatisfied workers is, I want to do something Im passionate about, but passion can be
fleeting. Career and life coach Christopher James Lawrence shows readers how to go beyond
passion to discover, create, and obtain the career that they were born to do. Learn why worklife balance is not achievable and what can be done about it. Discover five key myths that
many people who are dissatisfied in their careers experience and why this keeps them from
discovering their dream jobs. Finally, go through a five-step evolution that guides readers to
discover the career and life they were meant to have.
Who are you and who do you want to be has never been made so clear. Jeremy Hodal,
Operations Chicago ORD, Platinum Cargo Logistics, Inc. Many of us want it; few have it. Deep
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inside, we may have a strong desire to live a passionate life filled with zest, love, and purpose.
But how do we make it happen? In Live Your Passion, seasoned entrepreneur Melyssa Moniz
shares thought-provoking, empowering questions designed to pull you out of your comfort
zone and motivate a life-changing transformation that attracts success and happiness. Moniz
relies on her experiences derived from creating passion-driven services for her clients to help
anyone interested in discovering his or her true passion and applying it to life. She encourages
you to listen to your inner voice through a variety of questions. She also offers a step-by-step
plan that can help you determine your self-identity and passions, define self-esteem and core
beliefs, use an internal compass for guidance in life decisions, and turn to the root emotion of
love in every experience. Included is a glossary that defines terms and a bonus section
intended to further support a journey of renewal. Live Your Passion offers key questions and
practical advice that can motivate anyone ready to embrace the kind of reflection that induces
change and ultimately creates a fruitful future.
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